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Link to the story 
https://youtu.be/pKvdZXuTocc 
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Aerospace engineer – what do they do?

Dr Ben Parslew
Aerospace Engineer

Link to an introduction
to the enquiry  

https://youtu.be/Bfs9mKsy-Gw 

https://youtu.be/Bfs9mKsy-Gw


wing fuselagetail fin

Spot the difference
 



What is the best material to use for a glider wing?



What are we
changing?

What are we
keeping the

same?

What are we
measuring?

What is the best material to use for a glider wing?

This is a comparative test. You are changing one
thing whilst trying to keep everything else the same.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NH3vakG8oRU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NH3vakG8oRU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NH3vakG8oRU


What scientific vocabulary will
you use?

 
hard                  soft

flexible      rigid
bendy          stiff     stretchy

shiny     dull   
rough          smooth

waterproof         absorbent 

Think about the properties of materials to
make the best wing

We think...
will make the best
wing for the glider 
because...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NH3vakG8oRU


How will we measure how far the glider travels?   

Wing material Distance travelled



Key

A pictogram to show.....
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Material Measurement



A block chart to show.....
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We are ready to draw our conclusions. 

What is the best
material to use

for a glider
wing?

We have found out that…
We think this because we observed…

 Our measurements show this because...
 

Can the
Conclusion

Creator
help you?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NH3vakG8oRU






Glossary

Comparative test
where one variable is
changed to see how it

affects the results 

Engineer
a person who designs,

builds, or maintains
engines, machines, or

structures
 

Flight
the action or process
of flying through the

air
 

Glider 
a light aircraft that is

designed to fly
without using an

engine
 

Reliable 
able to be trusted

 
 

Variable
 what can be
controlled or

changed
 
 
 

Wing 
a rigid horizontal

structure that projects
from both sides of an

aircraft and supports it
in the air.
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DISCLAIMER: This activity sheet was written for The Great Science Share for Schools. The author(s) and the Great Science Share for Schools are not liable for the actions or activity of any persons
who use this resource or in any of the suggested further resources. We assume no liability with regard to injuries or damage to property that may occur as a result of using this information. These
activities are designed to be carried out by pupils working with an adult. The adult is fully responsible for ensuring the activity is carried out safely. You can access further Health & Safety guidance

from CLEAPSS www.cleapss.org.uk. and SSERC  www.sserc.org.uk (c) Copyright 2023 The University of Manchester
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